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SUMMARY
Bile acids (BAs) are complex and incompletely understood enterohepatic-derived hormones that control
whole-body metabolism. Here, we profiled postprandial BAs in the liver, feces, and plasma of 360 chow-
or high-fat-diet-fed BXD male mice and demonstrated that both genetics and diet strongly influence BA
abundance, composition, and correlation with metabolic traits. Through an integrated systems approach,
we mapped hundreds of quantitative trait loci that modulate BAs and identified both known and unknown
regulators of BA homeostasis. In particular, we discovered carboxylesterase 1c (Ces1c) as a genetic deter-
minant of plasma tauroursodeoxycholic acid (TUDCA), a BA species with established disease-preventing ac-
tions. The association betweenCes1c and plasma TUDCAwas validated using data from independentmouse
cohorts and aCes1c knockoutmousemodel. Collectively, our data are a unique resource to dissect the phys-
iological importance of BAs as determinants of metabolic traits, as underscored by the identification of
CES1C as a master regulator of plasma TUDCA levels.
INTRODUCTION

Bile acids (BAs), traditionally known for their role as lipid emulsi-

fiers in the gut, have recently emerged as powerful hormones

with pleiotropic beneficial effects in physiology and a major

impact on multifactorial diseases (Kuipers et al., 2014; Perino

et al., 2020; Schaap et al., 2014). Primary BAs, that is, cholic

acid (CA) and chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA) in humans, and

CA, CDCA, and muricholic acids (aMCA and bMCA) in mice,

are synthesized from cholesterol in the liver. Upon synthesis,

they are conjugated with taurine (T) or glycine (G), stored in the

gallbladder, and released in the intestinal lumen after food intake

to facilitate lipid absorption (Kuipers et al., 2014; Perino et al.,

2020). Once they reach the lower intestine, primary BAs are

transformed into secondary BAs by gut bacterial enzymes

(Wahlström et al., 2016). While only a minor fraction is excreted

in the feces, the majority of BAs return to the liver via the portal

vein and cycle between the gut and the liver through the entero-

hepatic circulation. During this process, some BAs spill over in

the systemic circulation and reach organs other than those of
1594 Cell Metabolism 34, 1594–1610, October 4, 2022 ª 2022 The A
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the enterohepatic axis. Because of their widespread distribution

during the postprandial state, BAs are considered as versatile

endocrine factors integrating the nutritional status to whole-

body metabolic adaptation through the coordinated activation

of two well-studied BA receptors, the nuclear receptor farnesoid

X receptor (FXR) and the G protein-coupled receptor TGR5

(Kuipers et al., 2014; Perino et al., 2020; Perino and Schoonjans,

2022).

Despite the crucial role of BAs onwhole-body physiology, their

genetic and environmental regulators remain to be fully under-

stood. One approach to identify such regulators is to take

advantage of genetic association or linkage studies in large hu-

man cohorts (Chen et al., 2020; Visscher et al., 2017). However,

human studies often have difficulties in controlling confounding

environmental factors and do not allow accessing relevant

deep biological compartments due to ethical reasons (Li and Au-

werx, 2020). An alternative approach is to use genetically diverse

animal populations as simplified models to investigate the deter-

minants of phenotypic traits (Kemis et al., 2019), as findings in

such studies can then be translated into humans (Li and Auwerx,
uthor(s). Published by Elsevier Inc.
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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2020; Nadeau and Auwerx, 2019). Previous unbiased systems

genetics approaches relying on the use of mouse genetic refer-

ence populations (GRPs) have been successful in identifying the

underlying mechanisms in complex metabolic traits, such as

mitochondrial function (Chella Krishnan et al., 2018; Norheim

et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2016), lipid metabolism (Jha et al.,

2018a, 2018b; Linke et al., 2020; Parker et al., 2019), atheroscle-

rosis (Bennett et al., 2015; Smallwood et al., 2014), and liver dis-

eases (Chella Krishnan et al., 2018; Hui et al., 2018).

In this study,weused 36genetically diversemouse strains from

the BXD cohort, derived from crosses between a C57BL/6J

mother and a DBA/2J father (Li et al., 2018), as the genetic model

to gain insight into the determinants of BA homeostasis. Stable

isotope dilution mass spectrometry was applied to quantify the

postprandial abundance of 27 BA species in the liver, feces, and

plasma of �360 animals. The postprandial BA levels in the

different biological compartments analyzed strongly correlated

with several metabolic phenotypes that had been collected in

this study and in a previous BXDcohort analyzed in our laboratory

(Williams et al., 2016).Moreover, transcriptomic profilingwas per-

formed on liver samples of the same animals to assess gene

expression. Systems genetics analysis integrating these omics

datasets revealed hundreds of genetic loci associating with BA

levels, including established regulators of BA synthesis (e.g.,

Cyp8b1 and Cyp7b1) (Li-Hawkins et al., 2002; Li-Hawkins et al.,

2000) and transport (e.g., Abcb11) (Gerloff et al., 1998), as well

as newly identified BA modulators. In particular, we identified

CES1C as a novel modulator of tauroursodeoxycholic acid

(TUDCA) plasma abundance through an integrative systems

genetics approach. TUDCA is known to trigger multiple health-

promoting actions and is widely established as a therapeutically

relevant target for various pathologies (Kusaczuk, 2019). The as-

sociation between the Ces1c locus and plasma TUDCA levels

was validated using data from independent mouse diversity

outbred (DO) (Chick et al., 2016; Kemis et al., 2019) and CC co-

horts (Keele et al., 2021) and further confirmed using a Ces1c

loss-of-function mouse model. Our study thus provides new

insight into the genetic and environmental regulation of BA ho-

meostasis and highlights the significance of the integrative sys-

temsapproach in the investigationof complex traits anddiseases.

RESULTS

Multi-omics profiling to study the postprandial BAs in
the BXD cohort
To study the genetic and environmental determinants that link

BAs to metabolic homeostasis, we designed an experimental
Figure 1. Metabolic phenotyping of the BXD-BA study

(A) Phenotyping pipeline of the BXD-BA study that included 36 BXD strains. 8-w

(5 mice/strain/diet). Details of the clinical phenotyping protocol are described in th

the animals at indicated time points, and then BAs and transcripts were profiled

(B) Body weight growth curve of the animals from 36 BXD strains described in (A

(C) Glucose levels after test meal oral administration in the 36 BXD strains descr

Results in (B) and (C) are expressed as mean ± SEM.

(D) Dot plot showing the diversity in the body/tissue mass and metabolic respons

change (FC) of the phenotypic traits upon HFD over CD, with red indicating highe

significance of the changes. p value was calculated using a two-tailed Student’s

cutaneous white adipose tissue; eWAT, epididymal white adipose tissue; gastro

See also Table S2.
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pipeline using 36 strains of the BXD mouse GRP to profile meta-

bolic parameters and collect relevant biological material for multi-

omics measurements, including BAs (Figure 1A). In total, about

360 male mice (�10 for each strain) were fed with either a regular

chow diet (CD) or a high-fat diet (HFD) to induce obesity and

associated metabolic stress. At 20 weeks of age, a test meal

bolus was administered orally, and postprandial BAs and blood

glucose levels were analyzed at three different time points (before

and 30 or 60 min after gavage). Nine weeks later, the mice were

sacrificed 4 h after feeding, a time point in which the main meta-

bolic adaptive processes in response to BA-mediated food intake

are captured. The BXD strains vary in metabolic performance, as

illustrated by the differences in bodyweight (Figure 1B) and blood

glucose levels after a test meal gavage (Figure 1C). As expected,

for most of the strains, HFD feeding significantly increased body

weight, fat mass, and blood glucose levels (Figures 1B–1D), while

no effect or even a decrease was observed in small intestine

length and cecum weight, respectively (Figure 1D). Moreover,

the changes in particular metabolic traits to the HFD challenge

showed clear differences across strains (Figure 1D), suggesting

the involvement of gene-environment interactions (GXEs). For

example, BXD8 and BXD12 showed no obvious weight gain un-

der HFD feeding compared with CD, while BXD81 and BXD90

almost doubled their bodyweight (Figures 1B and 1D). In general,

HFD feeding caused a significant increase in blood glucose levels

after a test meal administration (Figures 1C and 1D) although this

was not the case for some strains, such as BXD89, in which the

glycemia was comparable in the two diets, despite the body

weight difference (Figures 1B–1D). Remarkably, BXD69 ap-

peared resistant to HFD as depicted by the marginal effects on

fat mass, body weight, and blood glucose levels (Figures 1B–

1D), with the latter trait being high already during CD and even

tending toward a reduction after HFD (Figure 1C).

In addition to these clinical phenotyping data, we biobanked

liver (the main organ for BA biosynthesis) and plasma (medium

for BA transport) samples in the postprandial state; feces were

also collected as a proxy for primary BA bacterial transformation

and primary and secondary BA excretion. Stable isotope dilution

mass spectrometry was used to quantify the concentration of 27

BA species in the postprandial liver (4 h after feeding), feces

(collection over a period of 24h), and plasma (before and 30 or

60 min after a test meal, indicated as T0, T30, and T60, respec-

tively) (Tables S1 and S2). We quantified the abundance of

around 20,000 transcripts in the liver samples by microarray

and integrated these data with the BA measurements and meta-

bolic traits, as well as the genotypes to identify modulators of BA

homeostasis.
eek-old male mice were fed with either chow diet (CD) or high-fat diet (HFD)

e STARMethods section. Plasma, feces, and liver samples were collected from

from the obtained biological samples.

).

ibed in (A).

e of each BXD strain upon HFD feeding. The dot color represents the log2 fold

r in HFD and blue indicating higher in CD, whereas the dot size represents the

t test. BW, body weight; gluc, blood glucose levels; wk, week; scWAT, sub-

c, gastrocnemius.
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Figure 2. Diversity of BAs across strains, diets, and biological compartments

(A) Stacked barplots showing BA amount and composition in the liver, feces, and plasma (before and 30 or 60 min after gavage of a test meal) of each individual

animal from different BXD strains. Animals are ranked by the BA amount in each individual compartment. The BA species are categorized and colored to highlight

(legend continued on next page)
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Genetics and environment contribute to the diversity of
BAs across individuals
Using these collected data, we examined the differential distri-

bution of BA species in different biological compartments, as

well as the contribution of the genetic and dietary factors. Across

strains, BAs showed large differences in both their abundance

(Figures 2A and S1A–S1E) and composition (Figures 2A and

S1F–S1J) in the liver, feces, and plasma. When comparing the

two CD-fed parental strains, C57BL/6J mice showed higher

BA levels in the liver and plasma than DBA/2J mice (Figure 2B).

This variability was also apparent in the BXD strains. CD-fed

BXD27, for instance, displayed high BA levels in the liver but

not in the feces and plasma (Figure 2B). As expected, the liver

and feces behaved as distinct compartments, each composed

of virtually mutually exclusive BA species, while the plasma

was a hybrid of the two (Figures 2A and S1F–S1J). In particular,

tauro-conjugated primary BAs (blue colors) were the main BA

species in the liver, with a negligible percentage of tauro-conju-

gated secondary BAs (purple colors) and virtually no unconju-

gated primary BAs (green colors) (Figures 2A and S1F). In

contrast, unconjugated BAs were the most abundant species

in the feces, with a higher percentage of secondary (red colors)

over primary (green colors) BAs and only marginal levels of

tauro-conjugated primary BAs (Figures 2A and S1G). Of note,

all BA categories were found in the plasma, with an enrichment

of tauro-conjugated primary BAs and a significant amount of

secondary conjugated and unconjugated BAs (Figures 2A and

S1H–S1J). The BA distribution in the different biological com-

partments, especially in feces and plasma, was significantly

affected by genetics (Figures S1F–S1J). For instance, DBA/2J

and BXD27 exhibited a relatively high percentage of conjugated

primary BAs in feces when compared with C57BL/6J and BXD84

(Figures 2B and 2C), indicating that differences in genetic back-

ground can be responsible for altered BA reabsorption, dysbio-

sis, or deconjugation.

In addition to genetics, HFD feeding significantly shaped BA

abundance (Figures S1A–S1E) and composition (Figures S2A–

S2E) in a strain-dependent manner (Figures 2B, 2C, and S3A–

S3E). For instance, HFD raised BA levels in the liver, feces, and

plasma of the C57BL/6J strain, whereas the changes in DBA/

2J were only modest or undetectable (Figures 2B and S3A–

S3E). Of note, the HFD-dependent increase in BA levels was

more consistent in feces (Figure S1B), especially for the second-

ary BAs (Figure S3B), with the exception of a few strains,

including BXD8 and BXD12. Remarkably, these strains were

also resistant to HFD-induced metabolic dysfunction

(Figures 1B and 1C). Overall, HFD feeding caused an imbalance

in the relative BA levels in all biological compartments analyzed,

with an increase in primary and a decrease in secondary BAs
primary unconjugated (green and UDCA in orange), primary conjugated (blue and

(purple) BAs. The BA abbreviations are included in Table S1.

(B and C) Pie charts showing BA amount and composition in the liver, feces, and

HFD. (B) The radius of pie defines the BA amount in the indicated biological com

represented in (B) are normalized to total BA amount to increase the visibility of the

to BA amount (ng/mg for liver and feces and ng/mL for plasma).

(D) Plasma BA concentrations, stratified according to BA categories, after test mea

as mean ± SEM. Pri.conj., primary conjugated; Pri.unconj., primary unconjugate

See also Figures S1–S5 and Tables S1 and S2.
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(Figures S2A–S2E). These data suggest an adaptation of BA ho-

meostasis following chronic HFD feeding, likely resulting from

the HFD-induced reduction in microbial diversity (Cani et al.,

2008; David et al., 2014; Devkota et al., 2012; Hildebrandt

et al., 2009; Sonnenburg and B€ackhed, 2016). HFD also signifi-

cantly modified the total plasma BA levels at T0 and T60, but

not at T30 (p = 0.17) (Figures S1C–S1E), which may point to a

progressive alteration in the recycling of BAs following chronic

HFD. Consistent with these findings, a negative correlation

was found between fecal and plasma BA levels in CD, while in

HFD, this correlation was lost (Figure S4A). On the contrary,

BA levels showed a strong positive correlation in plasma in

both diets at all 3 time points (Figures S4A and S4B).

Consistent with the role of BAs as a proxy of postprandial

metabolism, the nutritional status also influenced plasma BA

levels. Most BXD strains, including the C57BL/6J, had an

increased plasma BA amount shortly after the delivery of nutri-

ents by controlled gavage feeding, whereas in other strains,

exemplified by the DBA/2J, the plasma BA amount was not

changed or even decreased (Figures 2B, 2D, S5A, and S5B),

suggesting strain-dependent differences in postprandial BA re-

cycling. Gavage feeding also showed a strong impact on the

BA composition, illustrated by the overall increased proportion

of primary BAs in most strains, especially at 60 min after the

test meal gavage (Figures S5C and S5D). Furthermore, the test

meal also generally decreased the percentage of both primary

(Figures S5E and S5F) and secondary (Figures S5G and S5H)

unconjugated BAs. Overall, these data corroborate the striking

differences in BA composition and abundance in the different

biological compartments and highlight the importance of ge-

netics and environment in regulating BA homeostasis.

Genetic background affects the BA abundance and
composition in response to HFD
Next, we evaluated the influence of genetics and diet on the

abundance of BA species by calculating the heritability of the

BAs measured in the study. Most BAs had a heritability over

0.5, indicating a strong genetic influence (Figure 3A, black and

green dots; Table S3). As expected, the heritability of BAs signif-

icantly dropped when ignoring environmental factors by mixing

data from mice fed with different diets; this simulates situations

where such environmental factors are not well controlled and

monitored, for example, in human genetics studies (red dots in

Figure 3A). The influence of genetics and diet on BA levels varied

across the BA species and biological compartments (Figure 3A);

for example, genetics contributed only 30% of the variance for

plasma TaMCA, while the value was 90% for DCA in feces

(Figures 3B [black and green bars], 3C, and S5I). TheGXE effects

also showed variations across BA species (yellow dots in
TUDCA in yellow), secondary unconjugated (red), and secondary conjugated

plasma of mice from C57BL/6J, DBA/2J, BXD27, and BXD84 strains fed CD or

partments and pie slices define the BA composition. (C) The same BA data

BA composition. Numbers in the lower left corner of each pie chart correspond

l oral administration in the four selected strains as in (B). Results are expressed

d; Sec.conj., secondary conjugated; Sec.unconj., secondary unconjugated.
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Figure 3. Postprandial BA levels are highly influenced by genetic and dietary factors

(A) The percentage of variance in individual BAs that can be explained by different factors, that is, the genetics (CD, HFD, or mixed), environment (diet), and gene-

environment interaction (GXE). BAs were grouped based on the biological sources in which they were profiled. The black thick horizontal line in the violin plots

shows the median variance explained for all BAs in the indicated sources. The heritability results for each individual BA are available in Table S3.

(B) Examples of BA species with distinct heritability measures explained by different factors. BAs with varying abundancies in each of the compartments were

selected as examples (primary unconjugated: aMCA, bMCA, and CA; primary conjugated: TaMCA, TbMCA, TCA, and TUDCA; secondary unconjugated: DCA

and uMCA; secondary conjugated: TDCA and THDCA).

(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 3A), for example, fecal DCA versus plasma uMCA

(Figures 3B [yellow bars], S5I, and S5J). A similar statement

could be made for the environmental effects; diet contributed

over 30% of the variance for plasma TUDCA T0 (fasting; before

test meal) but had almost no contribution for hepatic TCA

(Figures 3B [blue bars], S5K, and S5L). In general, we found

that fecal BAs showed stronger diet effects than thosemeasured

in the liver and plasma (blue dots in Figure 3A). Indeed, HFD chal-

lenge led to an overall increase of BAs in feces but not in the liver

or plasma (Figures 3D and S3A–S3E). Different BA species also

exhibited a distinct response to HFD (Table S4). For example,

TUDCA increased consistently after HFD challenge in all biolog-

ical compartments, whereas uMCA showed a significant in-

crease in feces and liver but a decrease in plasma upon HFD

(Figures 3E and S3A–S3E). The differences in response to HFD

also applied to the different BXD strains (Figures S3A–S3E).

For instance, BXD39 showed an induction in almost all BA spe-

cies from all biological compartments, while BXD40 had

increased BAs in feces and decreased BAs in plasma (Figure 3F).

Collectively, these data demonstrate the influence of genetic and

environmental factors on BAs and reveal that the response of

BAs to HFD challenge is influenced by the genetic background

of the strains and varies across BA species and biological

compartments.

Associations between BAs and metabolic traits
By integrating BA measurements with metabolic traits, we were

able to identify a large number of associations between BAs

and metabolic phenotypes collected in this study and in a pre-

vious BXD cohort from our laboratory (Williams et al., 2016)

(Figure 4A; Table S5). These results suggest a high correlation

of the BA levels within the different biological compartments,

especially in plasma, and a significant involvement of BAs in

the metabolic performance of mice. For instance, the ratio of

secondary BA to total BA levels negatively correlated with fat

mass, food intake, and body weight, while they positively corre-

lated with gastrocnemius and soleus muscle mass in CD (Fig-

ure 4B), which could point to a potential involvement of TGR5

(Perino et al., 2021; Sasaki et al., 2021). Of note, most of these

associations were lost in HFD (Figure 4B), a condition in which

most secondary BAs are decreased (Figures S3A and S3C–

S3E, blue dots), indicating a significant influence of the diet

on the physiological effects of BAs. As expected, opposite cor-

relations with these phenotypes were found for the primary BA

to total BA ratio (Figure 4C), suggesting a differential impact of

primary versus secondary BA signaling in modulating metabolic

phenotypes. Moreover, the association between BAs and

metabolic phenotypes changed accordingly to the BA species.

For example, while TCA levels followed the trend of primary

BAs, with a positive correlation of plasma TCA with fat mass

in CD and even stronger in HFD (Figure 4D), plasma tauro-
(C) Barplot showing the levels of plasma TaMCA at T0 for each BXD strain. Strain

values were calculated using paired-sample t tests between CD and HFD. Fol

compared with CD.

(D–F) Volcano plots showing the changes of BA levels in response to a HFD cha

strains (F). The x axes show the log2 fold change (FC) of BA levels upon HFD chal

shown in the figure and results for each individual BA are depicted in Table S4.

See also Figure S5 and Tables S1, S2, S3, and S4.
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b-muricholic acid (TbMCA) only showed positive correlations

with fat mass and body weight in CD but not in HFD (Figure 4E).

As the latter BA acts as an FXR antagonist (Sayin et al., 2013),

some of these phenotypic correlations could be mediated

through FXR inhibition. Previous reports have shown that

12a-hydroxylated (12a-OH) BAs promote type 2 diabetes

(Haeusler et al., 2012, 2013). Interestingly, plasma, but not he-

patic or fecal TCA levels (the predominant form of 12a-OH

BAs), from HFD cohorts was significantly associated with

insulin and glucose levels (Figure 4D). These findings further

indicate that BAs can have distinct associations with traits

depending on the compartment from which they were profiled.

Systems genetics analyses to unveil potential
determinants of BA homeostasis
We next conducted an integrative systems approach to identify

genetic mechanisms modulating BA homeostasis. Specifically,

through quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping, we identified

hundreds of loci associated with BA species (Figure 5A;

Table S6). Among the most significant hits, plasma TUDCA

was prominently associated with a locus on chromosome 8 (Fig-

ure 5A). Moreover, the QTL for plasma TUDCA levels mapped

consistently to the same locus at 80–110 Mb on chromosome

8 across different time points after feeding and in both CD-

and HFD-fed animals (Figure 5B), suggesting a conserved regu-

latory mechanism of plasma TUDCA.

We alsomapped the QTLs for the pairwise ratios between BAs

within each biological compartment as previously described

(Gieger et al., 2008; Shin et al., 2014) (Figure 5C). Of interest,

QTL signals for plasma TUDCA on chromosome 8 became

more significant when considering the ratio of TUDCA to total

BA levels (Figure 5D). We further expanded the concept to

estimate the BA recycling by computing the ratios of the same

BA between different biological compartments in which BAs

are synthesized, transported, or excreted.ManyQTLswere iden-

tified in this configuration, suggesting a possible modulation of

their secretion or transport (Figure 5E). For instance, we deter-

mined a significant QTL on chromosome 1 for the ratio of plasma

secondary BA levels (T0; before test meal) to the liver in CD (Fig-

ure 5F). Of note, among all the different QTLs mapped in this

study, we found several well-established genes involved in BA

synthesis and transport, including Cyp8b1 (Li-Hawkins et al.,

2002), Cyp7b1 (Li-Hawkins et al., 2000) (Figures 5G and S6A),

and Abcb11 (Gerloff et al., 1998) (Figure 5G). Furthermore, BAs

and somemetabolic traits, collected in a separate study (Williams

et al., 2016), co-mapped in a number of loci (Figure 5H; Table S7).

For instance, plasma secondaryBAs (T0 inHFD) co-mappedwith

glucose levels on chromosome 17 (Figure 5I) and plasma sec-

ondary conjugated BAs and taurodeoxycholic acid (TDCA)

(T60) co-mapped and correlated with respiratory exchange ratio

(RER) (Figure 5J and 5K). Although these co-mappings were only
s are ranked by plasma TaMCA levels. Barplot is expressed as mean + SEM. p

d change (FC) was calculated based on the average of BA changes in HFD

llenge across different biological compartments (D), BA species (E), and BXD

lenge, and y axes show the significance of the changes. Several examples are
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Figure 4. Associations between BA levels and metabolic traits
(A) Circos plot showing the correlations between BA amount (log2 data) and phenotypic traits in CD (left) or HFD (right). Phenotypic traits collected from the BXD

animals were manually categorized into different groups. Only BA-trait pairs with a correlation p value less than 0.01 were plotted. Colors of the connecting lines

represent the correlation coefficient of the respective BA-trait pairs, with red lines and blue lines indicating positive and negative correlations, respectively.

(B–E) Heatmaps presenting the correlation between secondary BA to total BA ratio (B), primary BA to total BA ratio (C), TCA (D), or TbMCA (E) levels across

biological compartments and phenotypic traits. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

See also Tables S1, S2, and S5.
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suggestive, these trends support earlier studies inwhich second-

ary BAs have been associated to various beneficial metabolic

effects (Thomas et al., 2009; Velazquez-Villegas et al., 2018;

Watanabe et al., 2006).
Identification of carboxylesterase 1C as a key candidate
regulator of TUDCA
We next sought to identify the potential genetic determinants of

plasma TUDCA, which had the most significant QTL in our
Cell Metabolism 34, 1594–1610, October 4, 2022 1601
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analysis (Figures 5A and 5B). BXD strains inheriting the genotype

fromC57BL/6J (B/B) at this QTL hadmuchhigher plasma TUDCA

than those inheriting it from DBA/2J (D/D), in both CD and HFD

(Figure 6A). TUDCA is also of particular interest because of its

abundance in bear bile and use in traditional medicine for allevi-

ating awide rangeof diseases, including hepatobiliary,metabolic,

inflammatory, cardiac, and neurological disorders (as reviewed in

Cabrera et al., 2019; Kusaczuk, 2019; Qin et al., 2017; Rodrigues

et al., 2003; Xia et al., 2020; Zangerolamo et al., 2021). The bene-

ficial role of plasmaTUDCA inmetabolism is supportedby its pos-

itive correlation with RER and negative correlation with fat mass

and blood glucose (Figure 6B). TUDCA was long believed to be

a secondary BA, microbially transformed from CDCA, in rodents

and humans (Russell, 2003). Recent results from several studies

usinggerm-freemice, however, indicated thatTUDCA isaprimary

BA, at least in rodents (Marion et al., 2020; Sayin et al., 2013; Sel-

wyn et al., 2015). The regulators of hepatic TUDCA synthesis,

however, are not yet known.

Having 191 genes located in the region of the TUDCA QTL on

chromosome 8, we developed an integrative systems approach

to prioritize genes that are responsible for the variance of TUDCA

levels in the BXD mice based on the combination of several

criteria (Figure 6C). This method integrated the genetic variants

and the hepatic expression levels for genes in the QTL region

in the BXDs to shortlist the best candidates for further validation.

GeneBridge, a systems genetics approach based on large-scale

expression datasets (https://systems-genetics.org/) (Li et al.,

2019), was also employed to predict the associations between

the primary BA biosynthesis module and genes in this locus.

We used plasma TUDCA levels at T30 for the analysis because

it yielded the strongest QTL signal; however, similar results

were obtained using plasma TUDCA at other time points (data

not shown). Using this integrative approach, we identified 3

potential TUDCA modulators. More specifically, glutaryl-CoA

dehydrogenase (Gcdh), carboxylesterase 1b (Ces1b), and

carboxylesterase 1c (Ces1c) fulfilled all the selection criteria

(Figures 6C, 6D, and S6B–S6D; Table S8) and showed enhanced

expression in the liver (Figure 6D).

We leveraged single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) data-

sets of the human and mouse liver (Aizarani et al., 2019; Halpern
Figure 5. Genetic mapping of BA modulators

(A) Manhattan plot for QTL peaks of BA levels in the different biologically relevan

profiled in the liver, feces, and plasma were plotted along their genetic positions a

in triangles and dark colors, while the ones from HFD-fed mice are indicated in d

(B) QTL mapping of TUDCA plasma levels revealed a conserved QTL modulating

the QTL is plotted in the y axis.

(C and E) The Manhattan plot for QTL peaks of BA ratios within each biological co

(E). The permutation-based p values for the QTL peaks of all BA ratios were plot

from CD-fed animals are indicated in triangles and dark colors, while the ones fr

(D) QTL mapping of TUDCA to total BA ratio in plasma at T30 reveals a conserved

(F) QTL mapping of the ratio of secondary BAs in plasma T0 to liver identifies a Q

(G) Genetic position of Cyp8b1 and Abcb11 under the BA QTLs indicated in the

(H) The Manhattan plot for QTL peaks of BA levels in different biological compart

independent study (Williams et al., 2016).

(I) QTL mapping of plasma secondary (Sec.) BA levels and glucose levels at T0 i

(J) QTL mapping of plasma secondary conjugated (Sec.conj.) BA levels and TDC

(K) Correlation heatmap between secondary conjugated BAs (plasma T60) and m

The upper dashed red lines in (A)–(J) indicate the threshold of genome-wide signific

of the significant QTLs is provided in Table S6.

See also Figure S6 and Tables S1 and S7.
et al., 2017) to further demonstrate that their specific expression

is functionally relevant for BA synthesis and homeostasis. Of the

three genes, Ces1c was most abundantly expressed in hepato-

cytes, where BAs are synthesized (Figures S6E–S6I). Recent

studies demonstrated that key liver BA biosynthesis enzymes

follow a spatial order (or zonation) across different hepatocyte

layers and are largely enriched in the pericentral zone (Ben-

Moshe et al., 2019; Halpern et al., 2017). We then explored

scRNA-seq and proteomics datasets produced from spatially

sorted hepatocytes to determine the zonation patterns of the 3

candidate genes. The results showed that Ces1c (both mRNA

and protein) and Ces1b (mRNA) were predominantly expressed

in the pericentral region, similar to the well-known BA synthesis

genes (Ben-Moshe et al., 2019; Halpern et al., 2017), whereas

expression ofGcdhwas less zonated (Figure 6E). Using a recent

spatial transcriptomics dataset from the mouse liver (Cho et al.,

2021), we further ascertainedCes1c as themost prominent gene

with preferable expression in the pericentral hepatocytes in this

locus (Table S9). Overall, these results suggested that Ces1c is

the most likely candidate modulator of plasma TUDCA levels.

Validating the association between Ces1c and TUDCA
through independent mouse cohorts and a Ces1c

knockout mouse model
To further validate the associations identified in our current

study, we retrieved published BA data acquired from 384 DO

mice (Kemis et al., 2019) as an independent validation cohort.

Of note, we identified a significant QTL at the same locus on

chromosome 8 for plasma TUDCA in the DO cohort (Figure 7A),

confirming a strong and conserved genetic association between

this genetic locus and plasma TUDCA. In concordance with the

primary results obtained from the BXD strains (Figure 6A), DO

mice inheriting C57BL/6J alleles of this locus (AA) showed signif-

icantly higher plasma TUDCA levels than those with alternative

alleles (aa) (Figure 7B). To unravel the genes responsible for

the modulation of plasma TUDCA in this locus, we integrated

published proteomics data from another DO cohort (Chick

et al., 2016) and one CC cohort, which shares the same founder

strains with the DO (Keele et al., 2021). This strategy was based

on the premise that evidence of consistent genetic effects
t compartments. The permutation-based p values for the QTL peaks of all BAs

cross different chromosomes. QTLs for BAs from CD-fed animals are indicated

ots and light colors.

TUDCA plasma levels on chromosome 8 from 80 to 110 Mb. The LOD score of

mpartment (C), as well as BA ratios between different biological compartments

ted along their genetic positions across different chromosomes. QTLs for BAs

om HFD-fed mice are indicated in dots and light colors.

QTL modulating TUDCA plasma levels on chromosome 8 from 80 to 110 Mb.

TL that modulates secondary BA levels on chromosome 1.

legend and depicted with different colors in the plots.

ments together with QTL plots of all the metabolic phenotypes collected in an

n HFD-fed mice.

A levels at T60, as well as RER max after wheel exercise in HFD-fed mice.

etabolic phenotypes in CD and HFD-fed mice. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01.

ance, and the lower dotted red lines indicate the suggestive threshold. A full list
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Figure 6. Genetic mapping of BA modulators and the identification of Ces1c as a potential regulator of plasma TUDCA levels

(A) The genetic effects of the TUDCA QTL on chromosome 8 on plasma TUDCA levels of the BXD animals at 30 min after a test meal. Plasma TUDCA con-

centrations (log2 transformed data) were compared between strains inheriting the genetic allele from the reference C57BL/6J strain at the QTL (indicated as B/B)

and those inheriting from the DBA/2J strain (indicated as D/D). ***p < 0.001 by two-tailed Student’s t test.

(B) Heatmap presenting the correlations between the TUDCA levels across different biological compartments and phenotypic traits. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and

***p < 0.001, for Pearson correlation coefficient.

(C) Systems genetics pipeline applied to filter for genes responsible for the plasma TUDCA QTL at T30 by integrating 3 major criteria, that is, (1) whether genes

have high-impact genetic variants or cis-eQTLs in the liver, (2) whether their liver expression level correlates with plasma TUDCA levels at T30, and (3) whether

they associate with the primary BA biosynthesis (KEGG 0120) pathway in GMAD (Li et al., 2019). The numbers of genes that fulfill each or several of these criteria

are listed in the Venn diagram.

(D) Heatmap listing the genes under the plasma TUDCA QTL at T30 on chromosome 8 reveals the potential modulators of TUDCA. Only genes fulfilling at least 2

criteria were included in the heatmap. The first block of the heatmap represents whether the genes have high-impact variants or cis-eQTLs in liver transcriptome

datasets of the BXDs. The second block (Corr) indicates the correlations between the liver expression of these genes and plasma TUDCA levels at T30 in CD or

HFD. The third block shows the association between these genes and the primary BA biosynthesis pathway predicted byGMAD (Li et al., 2019) in human, mouse,

and rat. The last block shows the enrichment of the expression of these genes in the liver, retrieved from the Human Protein Atlas (https://www.proteinatlas.org/)

(Uhlén et al., 2015). r, Pearson correlation coefficient. GMAS, gene-module association score. Asterisk (*p < 0.05) and hash (#) indicate statistical significance in

correlation and GMAD, respectively. The 3 selected candidates are in bold and underlined. Full list of the 191 genes under the TUDCAQTL on chromosome 8 is in

Table S7.

(E) Zonation protein (left) or mRNA (right) profiles of key BA synthesis and transport genes, as well as candidate TUDCAmodulators in the mouse liver. Protein or

mRNA expression of each gene was scaled to 0–1.

See also Figure S6 and Tables S1, S8, and S9.
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Figure 7. Validation of the causal link between Ces1c and TUDCA in DO or CC cohorts and Ces1c–/– mice

(A) QTL mapping results for fasting plasma TUDCA levels measured in a DO mouse cohort showing a significant peak at chromosome 8. The dashed red line

indicates the threshold of genome-wide significance.

(B) The genetic effects of the TUDCA QTL on chromosome (Chr) 8 on fasting plasma TUDCA levels (log2 data) of the DO animals. The genotype probability of the

animals was calculated by considering the genetic allele of the C57BL/6J (B6), CAST/EiJ (CAST), and PWK/PhJ (PWK) strains as the reference allele (indicated as

A) and the other allele as the alternative allele (indicated as a). **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001.

(legend continued on next page)
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spanning these independent studies and our BXD study would

lead to higher confidence in finding true causal genetic loci

contributing to the regulation of TUDCA abundance.

To do so, we built an integrative systems genetics pipeline to

prioritize the genes that are potential modulators of TUDCA

levels (Figure 7C). Specifically, genes were first filtered if they

had cis-pQTLs close to the TUDCA QTL in the liver proteomics

datasets. Then, we estimated the founder strain haplotype ef-

fects on the protein levels of these genes and evaluated whether

they were in concordance with the haplotype effects on the

plasma TUDCA levels (Broman et al., 2019). C57BL/6J (B6),

CAST/EiJ (CAST), and PWK/PhJ (PWK) founder haplotypes

were associated with higher plasma TUDCA levels, while the

other founder haplotypes with opposite effects (Figures 7D–

7F). Proteins with similar haplotype effects as plasma TUDCA

are most likely the key regulators of TUDCA (Figure 7C); in

fact, the plasma TUDCA levels in the founder strains perfectly

mirrored the estimated allele effects in the DO (Figures 7F,

S7A, and S7B), highlighting the strong influence of genetics on

TUDCA levels. For all proteins with a cis-pQTL in this locus in

the DO or CC liver proteomics data, CES1C, but not CES1B or

GCDH, showed similar patterns of haplotype effects as plasma

TUDCA (Figures 7D–7H and S7C–S7F; Table S10), validating

our analyses in the BXDs that Ces1c may be the key modulator

for plasma TUDCA. The CES1C protein levels in the livers of

the founder strains also resembled well the estimated allele ef-

fects in the DO and CC cohorts (Figures S7G–S7I).

Finally, to validate the results obtained from the in silicoanalyses

and unequivocally establish the causal contribution of Ces1c in

determining plasma TUDCA levels, we used a previously

described Ces1c loss-of-function mouse model (Ces1c�/�),
where the exon 5 was deleted (Duysen et al., 2011). Plasma BA

levels were measured in male Ces1c�/� and Ces1c+/+ mice after

a test meal bolus under the same experimental conditions as

used for the BXD cohort (Figure 1A). In line with our analysis,

TUDCA concentrations were significantly blunted upon loss of

CES1C at all time points (Figure 7I), while the levels of the other

BAs were unaffected or affected to a lesser extent (TCA at T30

only) by the loss of CES1C (Figures 7J and S8A–S8D). These

data, together with the identification of CES1C as a novel modu-

lator of TUDCA plasma levels, confirm that our systems genetics

approach is a valuable tool to uncover novelmodulators of BA ho-

meostasis and metabolism.
(C) Systematic gene prioritization pipeline for plasma TUDCA regulators through th

and CC (Keele et al., 2021) cohorts. The pipeline is composed of 3 steps. Step

filtering; step 2, extract genes with cis-pQTLs in the liver proteomics datasets; ste

2 and compare with those for plasma TUDCA.

(D and E) Dot plots showing the founder strain haplotype effects of the chromosom

of (C) in the DO (D) or CC (E) cohorts. Founder strains: 129S1/SvImJ (129), A/J (AJ),

PhJ (PWK), andWSB/EiJ (WSB). The founder strains were divided into two groups

as circles and triangles, respectively. B6 and strains with the same allele as B6 at t

levels in the liver. Haplotype effects on protein levels of genes with cis-pQTL are

(F–H) Founder strain QTL effects (upper) andQTL results (lower) of plasma TUDCA

x axis represents the genetic position on chromosome (Chr) 8. The y axis in the upp

LOD score for the QTL.

(I and J) Plasma TUDCA concentrations (I) and total (All), primary, and secondary

mice (20-week-old, fed CD—following the timeline in Figure 1A) before and 30 or 6

way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post hoc test. Results are expressed as mea

See also Figures S7 and S8 and Tables S1 and S10.
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DISCUSSION

Despite major advances in our understanding of the physiolog-

ical roles of BAs, the full complexity of the genetic and environ-

mental factors that control BA metabolism and signaling is only

partially known. Several recent studies started to unveil genetic

determinants of BAs using either human (Chen et al., 2020) or

mouse (Kemis et al., 2019) cohorts. However, these studies did

not explore the influence of dietary factors on BA homeostasis

and the association of BAs with metabolic traits. To identify the

determinants that control BA homeostasis in an unbiased

fashion, we used a systems genetics approach that relies on a

highly diverse cohort of BXD mouse lines and determined the

BA abundance in the plasma, feces, and liver of about 360 ani-

mals fed either CD or HFD. We explored the BA diversity and es-

tablished that it is modulated by both genetic and environmental

factors, such as diet and nutritional status. Moreover, we

demonstrated that the genetic background affects not only the

BA amount and composition but also the response of BAs to

feeding or HFD challenge. In general, HFD feeding increased pri-

mary BA abundance in all the analyzed biological compartments

and decreased secondary BA levels, possibly explained by HFD-

mediated imbalance in the gut microbial community. Further-

more, the abundance and composition of the BA amount in

different biological compartments strongly correlated with meta-

bolic performance, supporting the critical role of BAs in meta-

bolic control. BAs in different compartments seemed to drive

the association with specificmetabolic traits in a highly regulated

manner.

Despite the complexity of BA signaling, the combination of

multi-omics data collected from the BXD mice allowed us to

map hundreds of QTLs associated with BA abundance,

including known regulators of BA synthesis and transport,

such as Cyp8b1 (Li-Hawkins et al., 2002), Cyp7b1 (Li-Hawkins

et al., 2000), andAbcb11 (Gerloff et al., 1998), and to identify pre-

viously unknown BA modulators. In the current study, we

focused our attention on the most significant QTL associated

with plasma TUDCA levels. TUDCA is the major BA species in

bear bile and is a well-known BA endowed with health-promot-

ing effects (Cabrera et al., 2019; H€aussinger and Kordes, 2017;

Kusaczuk, 2019; Zangerolamo et al., 2021). Moreover, clinical

trials have shown that TUDCA is effective in diseases ranging

from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Elia et al., 2016), primary
e integration of liver proteomics data from independent DO (Chick et al., 2016)

1, keep only genes under the TUDCA QTL on chromosome (Chr) 8 for further

p 3, estimate the QTL haplotype effects on the protein levels of genes from step

e 8QTL on plasma TUDCA and liver protein levels for candidate genes in step 2

C57BL/6J (B6), NOD/ShiLtJ (NOD), NZO/HlLtJ (NZO), CAST/EiJ (CAST), PWK/

based on the direction of the haplotype effects on plasma TUDCA and labeled

he Chr 8 TUDCAQTL showed higher plasma TUDCA and higher CES1C protein

available in Table S8.

(F) and CES1C liver protein levels in DO (G) or CC (H) cohorts. For each plot, the

er panel is the founder strain QTL effects, and the y axis in the lower panel is the

BA concentrations (J) in Ces1c+/+ (n = 9 mice) and Ces1c�/� (n = 11 mice) male

0 min after oral administration of a test meal. *p < 0.05 versusCes1c+/+ by two-

n + SEM.
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biliary cholangitis (Crosignani et al., 1996; Invernizzi et al., 1999;

Larghi et al., 1997; Ma et al., 2016; Setchell et al., 1996), gall-

stones (Portincasa et al., 1996), and liver diseases (Crosignani

et al., 1998; Pan et al., 2013). Furthermore, TUDCA was also

shown to have clinical benefits in obese patients with insulin

resistance (Kars et al., 2010), as well as in mice (Ozcan et al.,

2006). Mechanistically, TUDCA acts as a chemical chaperone

that alleviates endoplasmic reticulum stress (Cabrera et al.,

2019; Ozcan et al., 2006) and by reducing the hydrophobicity

of the BA pool (Cabrera et al., 2019).

We discovered Ces1c as a previously uncharacterized modu-

lator gene of plasma TUDCA levels through a combination of in

silico and in vivo experiments. The causal link between Ces1c

and TUDCA that we established in the BXD mouse population

is further validated using data obtained from independent DO

and CC mouse cohorts, respectively (Chick et al., 2016; Keele

et al., 2021; Kemis et al., 2019). The association between

CES1C and plasma TUDCA levels was finally also ascertained

by the striking reduction of TUDCA plasma levels in Ces1c�/�

mice. Together these findings identify CES1C as an endogenous

modulator of TUDCA levels. Further studies are warranted to

mechanistically dissect how CES1C controls TUDCA levels

and how these insights may translate into therapeutic applica-

tions for human metabolic diseases. Of note, CES1 is the pre-

dominant carboxylesterase expressed in the human liver.

CES1 is involved in drug detoxification and metabolism of

endogenous metabolites, including cholesterol and triglycerides

(Redinbo et al., 2003). Interestingly, docking studies revealed

that BAs can bind the catalytic site of CES1, with CDCA and

TCA having the strongest binding activity (Kaddurah-Daouk

et al., 2018). Further mechanistic studies will be required to

gain further insight into this CES1-BA interaction.

The multi-omics data collected in this study will furthermore

serve as a valuable resource for future studies to explore the ge-

netic regulation of BAs and their relevance in health and disease.

To facilitate the use of our data, we developed an interactive web

interface at systems-genetics.org/BXD_BA. We expect that the

web tool will support a community effort to fully leverage the

rich information acquired in this multi-omics dataset, which

ideally will support a better understanding of molecular mecha-

nisms of BA homeostasis, as well as point to the pleiotropic roles

of BAs in health and diseases.

In conclusion, we profiled postprandial BA abundance in

physiologically relevant biological compartments from a large

cohort of BXDmice and identified the genetic and environmental

modulators of BAs. This approach led us to the identification and

validation of CES1C as an uncharacterized modulator of plasma

levels of TUDCA, a BA species with disease-modulating effects.

We also provide the community with a mouse population

resource to study BA homeostasis and its implications on meta-

bolic health and disease.

Limitations of study
BA homeostasis is a complex biological process that relies on

food-mediated enterohepatic recirculation, secretion into the

systemic circulation, and excretion in the feces. Our study

captured BA composition and abundance in postprandial liver

and feces and monitored plasma changes in these parameters

at 3 time points after administration of a controlled test meal.
Although this experimental design provides a comprehensive

picture of how genetics and diet regulate BA homeostasis in

the different biological compartments, it does not reflect the dy-

namic complexity of this process. We had to choose one time

point for the sacrifice of the animals, and we are aware that BA

composition and amount in the liver would be different at another

time point as BAs recycle between the liver and the intestine.

Quantifying the BA pool size (total BA in the liver, gallbladder,

and intestine) would also have been an important information,

but this experimental design was incompatible with tissue

biobanking for follow-up studies (e.g., comparison of hepatic

metabolism in fasting versus feeding and analysis of the gut mi-

crobiome). Moreover, our study included only 36 BXD strains,

and adding more strains would have allowed us to reach signif-

icance for more QTL signals and to narrow the QTL region. Still,

36 strains are sufficient to detect reliable genetic loci associated

to BAs (Andreux et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014). Finally, it is

important to emphasize that BA composition is different in

mice and humans, with the latter having a more hydrophobic

BA pool and lacking the FXR antagonist TbMCA (Li and Dawson,

2019). However, studies in mouse GRPs, such as the BXDs, are

essential to mimic the genetic diversity of humans and allow to

standardize environmental factors and to get access to deep en-

terohepatic organs (Li and Auwerx, 2020).
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Critical commercial assays

Affymetrix mouse Clariom S Affymetrix Cat#902931

Deposited data

BXD bile acid data from this study This study https://mpdpreview.jax.org/projects/Schoonjans1

BXD phenotype data from this study This study https://mpdpreview.jax.org/projects/Schoonjans1

BXD liver transcriptomics data from this study This study GEO: GSE188764

Resource website for the described

data and analysis tools

This study https://www.systems-genetics.org/BXD_BA

Data S1 - Source Data This study N/A

Human liver scRNA-seq data Aizarani et al., 2019 GEO: GSE124395

Mouse liver scRNA-seq data Halpern et al., 2017 GEO: GSE84498

Mouse liver proteomics data Ben-Moshe et al., 2019 https://static-content.springer.com/esm/

art%3A10.1038%2Fs42255-019-0109-9/

MediaObjects/42255_2019_109_

MOESM6_ESM.xlsx

Mouse liver spatial transcriptomics data Cho et al., 2021 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/

article/pii/S0092867421006279#mmc2

DO plasma bile acid data Kemis et al., 2019 https://chorusproject.org/pages/

dashboard.html#/search/bile/projects/

1568/experiments/3380/files

Founder strain plasma bile acid data Kemis et al., 2019 https://chorusproject.org/pages/

dashboard.html#/search/bile/projects/

1568/experiments/3382/files

DO liver proteomics data Chick et al., 2016 https://churchilllab.jax.org/qtlviewer/

svenson/DOHFD

CC liver proteomics data Keele et al., 2021 https://churchilllab.jax.org/qtlviewer/

CC/Ferris

CC founder proteomics data Chick et al., 2016 https://static-content.springer.com/

esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fnature18270/

MediaObjects/41586_2016_BFnature18270_

MOESM75_ESM.zip

Tissue specific gene expression data Uhlén et al., 2015 https://www.proteinatlas.org/humanproteome/

tissue/liver

Gene-module association results Li et al., 2019 https://www.systems-genetics.org/genebridge

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: BXD strains University of Tennessee

Health Science Center

N/A

Mouse: B6.Cg-Ces1ctm1.1Loc/

J (Ces1c+/+ and Ces1c-/-)

The Jackson Laboratory JAX: 014096

Software and algorithms

R The R Foundation https://www.r-project.org/

R/qtl Broman et al., 2003 http://www.rqtl.org/

R/qtl2 Broman et al., 2019 https://kbroman.org/qtl2/

R/Seurat Hao et al., 2021 https://cloud.r-project.org/%E2%

80%8Bpackage=Seurat

R/ComplexHeatmap Gu et al., 2016 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/ComplexHeatmap.html

R/ggplot2 Wickham, 2016 https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

R/circlize Gu et al., 2014 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/circlize/

Prism GraphPad GraphPad Software Prism 9

Other

Chow diet Envigo 2018

High fat diet Envigo TD.06414

Ensure Plus Ensure https://www.puravita.ch/fr_ch/ensure-plus-

liquide-fraise-24-200-ml

Liquid chromatography - high-

resolution mass spectrometry

ThermoFisher Scientific N/A
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead Contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Kristina

Schoonjans (kristina.schoonjans@epfl.ch).

Materials Availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and Code Availability
d The liver transcriptomics data have been uploaded to the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) with the accession ID GEO:

GSE188764. The bile acid and phenotypic data have been deposited to the Mouse Phenotype Database (https://phenome.

jax.org/) under the project ‘‘Schoonjans1’’ and GeneNetwork (http://www.genenetwork.org), which are open-access reposi-

tories that provide analytical tool suitable for the entire scientific community. The systems genetics results described in this

manuscript are also available at the interactive webtool (systems-genetics.org/BXD_BA). The values used to create the graphs

in the paper are provided as Data S1 - Source Data.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the Lead Contact upon

request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Clinical phenotyping tests
The BXD strains were acquired from the University of Tennessee Health Science Center (Memphis, TN, USA) and bred at the Center of

PhenoGenomics (SV-CPG) at Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) for over 20 generations. Approximately 360malemice

from 34 BXD strains and 2 parental strains were included in this study. 8-week-old male mice were fed either the Teklad Global 18%

Protein Rodent Diet 2018 chow diet (24% kCal of protein, 18% kCal of fat, 58% kCal of carbohydrate – Envigo, Indianapolis, USA) or

the Teklad CustomDiet TD.06414 high-fat diet (18.3% kCal of protein, 60.3% kCal of fat, 21.4% kCal of carbohydrate – Envigo, Indian-

apolis, USA), whichmimics current energy-dense diets humans are consuming. All micewere housed under 12 h light/dark cycle (lights

on at 7am), with a temperature of 22�C ± 1�C. A summary of the phenotyping pipeline is included in Figure 1A. Gross health status in-

spection of all mice was performed daily by experienced animal caretakers. Body weight was recorded before each phenotyping.

BA kinetics

At 20 weeks of age, the mice were fasted overday (9am-7pm) to allow bile accumulation in the gallbladder, then gavaged with Ensure

Plus (10ml/Kg) (Harach et al., 2012) at 7pm tomimic a standardized postprandial state. Glycemia values and plasmawere collected at

0, 30, and 60 min after the gavage. Body weight was recorded before and after the overday fasting.

Feces collection

Miceweresinglecagedand feceswerecollectedoveraperiodof 24hat24weeksof age. Toavoidcoprophagy, theanimalswereplaced

on a grid, with ad libitum access to food and water. Feces were collected at the end of the experiment and frozen for further analysis.

Animal sacrifice

To avoid multiple sacrifices at night, the light/dark cycle of themice was inverted two weeks before the sacrifice to ensure their adap-

tation. At 29 weeks of age, mice were fasted overnight (their day) and refed with their respective diet for 4 hours before sacrifice. Liver

samples were collected and the gallbladder was discarded. The samples were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at

–80�C until analysis.
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Ces1c-/- mice

Ces1c knock-out mice (Ces1c-/-) were purchased from Jackson Laboratory (B6.Cg-Ces1ctm1.1Loc/J, JAX stock #014096 –MGI Direct

Data SubmissionMGI: J:168821) (Duysen et al., 2011).Ces1c-/-mice, lacking exon 5 of theCes1c gene and abolishing gene function,

were donated to JAX by Dr. Oksana Lockridge (Eppley Institute, University of Nebraska Medical Center). Ces1c-/- mice on a C57BL/

6J background were bred in house with C57BL/6J mice (Charles River). 20-week-old Ces1c-/- and Ces1c+/+ male mice fed CD (Te-

klad Global 18% Protein Rodent Diet 2018) were subjected to a BA kinetic experiment, following the method described above.

Ethical approval of animal studies

All animal experiments were approved by the Swiss cantonal veterinary authorities of Vaud under the licenses 2257.2 and 3699.

METHOD DETAILS

BA quantification
BAs were quantified using the stable isotope dilution mass spectrometry assay at the Metabolomics Platform of the University of

Lausanne. Standard solutions for calibration, Quality Controls (QCs), and samples were prepared as described previously (Sorrentino

et al., 2020). Briefly, calibrators were prepared by serial dilutions with stripped serum (C0-C7). Internal standard (IS) mixture con-

tained 13 deuterium-labeled (d4-d5) BAs (listed in Table S1).

Sample preparation

The frozen liver and lyophilized fecal samples were ground with liquid nitrogen using mortar and pestle, pre-weighed in the lysis

tubes, and homogenized in tissue homogenizer (Precellys Cryolys, Bertin Technologies SAS) by the addition of MeOH:H2O (2:1)

with 0.1% FA (1500 mL) and ceramic beads (for 2 3 20 seconds at 10,000 rpm). Homogenized extracts were centrifuged for 15 mi-

nutes at 21,000 g at 4�C, and the aliquots (50 mL) of supernatants were pre-mixed with 100 mL of the ice-cold IS mixture (in 100%

MeOH), and 600 mL of H2O with 0.2% formic acid, and loaded onto solid-phase extraction (SPE) plates for further processing as pre-

viously described (Sorrentino et al., 2020). Plasma aliquots (25 mL) were prepared in the same way (with the addition of the IS mixture)

and processed using SPE for the phospholipid removal and BA pre-concentration.

Liquid chromatography - high-resolution mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS) analysis

BAquantificationwasperformedonaLC-HRMSsystem (VanquishHorizonUHPLCcoupledwithQ-Exactive Focusmass spectrometer

interfacedwith aHESI source, ThermoFisherScientific) operating in negative ionizationmode.Chromatographic separationwas carried

out using anAcquityUPLCHSST31.8mm2.1 x 100mmcolumn. Themobile phasewascomposedofA=5mMAmmoniumAcetate and

0.1% formic acid in H2O and B = 0.1% formic acid in ACN. Gradient elution was set as described in the table below. The flow rate was

350 mL/min, the column temperature 30�C, and the injection volume20mL.Mass spectrometry parameterswere set as follows: full scan

in narrow mass range m/z 370-522, mass resolving power = 70,000 FWHM and AGC target = 5e5. Data were processed as described

previously (Sorrentino et al., 2020). BA concentrations were reported to the tissue fresh (i.e. frozen) weight and feces dry weight.

Elution gradient for chromatographic separation of BAs
t min A % B %

0 70 30

6 70 30

6.1 65 35

9 65 35

9.1 58 42

16.5 55 45

17 25 75

21 25 75

21.1 0 100

26 0 100

26.1 70 30

30 70 30
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Microarray analysis
About 100 mg of fresh frozen liver tissue for each mouse was suspended in TRIzol (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and then homogenized

using TissueLyser II (QIAGEN). mRNAwas then extracted using chloroform and precipitated using isopropanol. The concentration of

mRNA was measured using NanoDrop (Thermo Fisher Scientific). mRNA samples for each strain fed with the same diet were pooled

equally and then cleaned up using RNEasy (QIAGEN). 35 of the 36 pooled samples had a RNA integrity number (RIN) over 8.0 and the
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other one sample had a RIN of 7.9, indicating that they were of high quality and could be used for subsequent microarray analysis.

Microarrays were run using the Affymetrix mouse Clariom SArray at theMolecular Resource Center of Excellence in The University of

Tennessee Health Science Center. Data were normalized using the RMA method (Irizarry et al., 2003), then analyzed in house using

custom scripts in R.

Heritability assessment
Heritability estimates the extent of genetic contributions to trait variations. Heritability of the BA levels was calculated using either

one-way (CD or HFD) or two-way (mixed) analysis of variance.

QTL mapping - BXD
BA measures and liver transcript levels were winsorized to account for possibly spurious outliers, and Box-Cox transformation was

applied to transform the data into normal distribution. R/qtl package was used to map the QTL of the traits (Broman et al., 2003).

Significance of the QTLs were determined through 10,000 permutation tests.

Gene filtering
Genes under the plasma TUDCAQTL at T30 on chromosome 8 were filtered based on several criteria, including: 1) whether the gene

had high-impact genetic variants (including missense, nonsense, splice site, frameshift mutations, copy number variations) or cis-

eQTLs in liver transcriptome in the BXDs; 2) whether expression levels of the gene correlatedwith plasma TUDCA levels at 30minutes

after gavage in CD or HFD; 3) whether the gene associated with primary BA biosynthesis pathway module (KEGG 0120) using liver

datasets predicted by gene-module association determination (GMAD), a systems genetics approach based on large-scale expres-

sion datasets (https://systems-genetics.org/) (Li et al., 2019). In the GMAD analysis, 51 human, 63 mouse, and 18 rat liver transcrip-

tomics datasets with over 80 samples were used to infer the associations between pathway modules and genes. In addition, since

TUDCA is a primary BA synthesized in the liver in mice, we checked the specific expression of these genes in the liver. The tissue

specificity gene expression data was downloaded from the Human Protein Atlas (https://proteinatlas.org/humanproteome/tissue/

liver) (Uhlén et al., 2015) on 2019.12.18.

QTL mapping - DO
Plasma BA measurements from the DO animals and the founder strains were downloaded from Chorus (https://chorusproject.org/

pages/index.html) with the project ID 1568, and log2 transformed for further analyses (Kemis et al., 2019). R/qtl2 package was used

for QTL mapping (Broman et al., 2019). To account for the genetic similarities between animals, the kinship matrix was determined

using the leave-one-chromosome-out (LOCO) method. Genome scan of the BAs was performed with the sex, cohort, and days on

diet as additive covariates, and with the kinship as random effects. The founder strain haplotype effect was estimated using the Best

Linear Unbiased Predictors (BLUPs) model in the R/qtl2 package (Broman et al., 2019). Liver pQTL data from the CC (Keele et al.,

2021) and DO (Chick et al., 2016) mouse cohorts were retrieved from https://churchilllab.jax.org/qtlviewer/CC/Ferris and https://

churchilllab.jax.org/qtlviewer/svenson/DOHFD, respectively, on October 5, 2020.

Single-cell RNA-seq analysis
Spatial zonation transcriptomics and proteomics profiles of mouse liver genes were obtained from (Ben-Moshe et al., 2019; Halpern

et al., 2017). Human and mouse liver single-cell RNA-seq data were retrieved from (Aizarani et al., 2019; Halpern et al., 2017), and

analyzed using R/Seurat package (Hao et al., 2021).

Spatial transcriptomics analysis
The spatial cluster-specific expression patterns of genes in hepatocytes were obtained from (Cho et al., 2021). Briefly, Seq-Scope, a

barcoding technology that profiles spatial transcriptome at a sub-micrometer resolution, was performed on the livers of normal and

Tsc1Dhep/Depdc5Dhep (TD) mice. Pericentral (PC) and periportal (PP) hepatocytes were identified using cell type mapping analysis.

The specific expression patterns of genes in PC hepatocytes were identified through the FindAllMarkers function in the R/Seurat

package (Hao et al., 2021).

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Browsing dynamic multi-omics data in BXD-BA explorer
In this study, we laid a multi-omics data foundation to study the genetic and environmental regulators of BA homeostasis. We

consider that our dataset, constituted by genomic, transcriptomic, and BA measurements of 36 BXD strains (�360 animals) fed

CD or HFD can be a valuable resource for any future investigation in the field. To support data mining and result exploration we

released an interactive web-tool accessible at http://systems-genetics.org/BXD_BA. This resource offers analysis and visualisation

options for raw data exploration and for reproduction of the results presented above. A guide including an overview and some

examples of data exploration is available as supplemental information.
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